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Any sequence of events with a 
beginning, middle, and an end makes 
up a story, but it would not be a very 
interesting story unless it had a 
dramatic twist of some sort so the end 
could not be anticipated.

What is a story?



My Lesson Mantra

Set the Stage

Do the Activity
Debrief



The Stories

Fraction Darts & Number Town

How Round is the Earth?
The Famous Jinx Puzzle

Road Sign Problem

Let’s begin...

Great Green Globs Contest



The Road sign Problem

Story #1



Most common responses:	

   The total should be 6,122	

   There’s should be a comma between the	

   1 and 8 in 1802	

   The answer should have some kind of units.



You are about to go on a field trip with the entire 
school. There are 438 teachers, students, and 
administrators in your building. Everyone will be 
traveling by school bus. If each bus (excluding the bus 
driver) can seat a maximum of 30 people, how many 
buses will you need to transport everyone?



One of the problems on the NAEP secondary 
mathematics exam, which was administered to a stratified 
sample of 45,000 students nationwide, was the following: 
!
An army bus holds 36 soldiers. If 1128 
soldiers are being bused to their 
training site, how many buses are 
needed?

From Alan Schoenfeld, "What's all the fuss about metacognition", pp. 195-6, in Cognitive Science and 



•Seventy percent of the students who took the exam set up 
the correct long division and performed it correctly. 
However, the following are the answers those students gave 
to the question of "how many buses are needed?":  
•29% said..."31 remainder 12"  
•18% said..."31" 
•23% said..."32", which is correct.  
•30% did not do the computation correctly.

•It's frightening enough that fewer than one-fourth of the 
students got the right answer. More frightening is that 
almost one out of three students said that the number of 
buses needed is "31 remainder 12". [our emphasis]







Story #2

Go to Game

Fraction Darts

http://localhost/~ihor/FractionDartsLesson1ScaleOn.html


The trouble with Fractions 
!
A fraction is a single number with a specific 
value rather than two independent whole 
numbers.  It can be represented as: 
!
-> part of a single whole or a set 
-> a quotient of integers 
-> a measure  i.e. a number on a number line  
-> a ratio of two integers 
-> as a decimal 
-> as a percentage



Number Town
Story #2 continued

A scene from this summer’s blockbuster movie 
The Weird Number. Do you recognize 2/3 the star 
of the movie? He often wears a disguise.

http://ciese.org/ciesemath/number_town.html

http://ciese.org/ciesemath/number_town.html




Mr. Siracusa's Class -  
We Are Family!



“...Of course, many children memorize how to 
perform the mumbo-jumbo and manage to get an A 
but because they don’t understand what they are 
doing once the test is over they revert back to not 
knowing how to add fractions. If the meaning was 
there they would remember.

   Just how successful a person is in mastering school 
mathematics is largely a matter of how much meaning 
they can construct for the symbols manipulated and 
the operations performed on them.



   The problem many people have with school 
arithmetic is that they never get to the 
meaning stage; it remains forever an abstract 
game of formal symbols...”
 !

The Math Instinct – Why you are a Mathematical Genius 
by Keith Devlin – page. 248	




The Famous Jinx Puzzle
Story #3

Pick a Number (1 to 10)	

Add 11	

Multiply by 6	

Subtract 3	

Divide by 3	

Add 5	

Divide by 2	

Subtract the original number
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Powerful Idea

X
http://dmcpress.org/cmdb75/jinxpuzzle/

http://dmcpress.org/cmdb75/jinxpuzzle/










The Great Green Globs Contest
Story #4





On my way to Green Globs





Guillermo’s Big Score



My Globs Challenge	

Guillermo Padron 	


Christa McAuliffe Middle School

y=abs(-2x+5sin(10x))-8.5



y= 5.2 sin(5.4x) + .8x + 2
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How Round is the Earth? 

Inquiring Minds want to Know... 

Find out how it was done in 200 BC!

Story #5







How round was the Pizza?



To view video (above) see Noon Day Project Website

http://ciese.org/noonday






On my way to Sketchpad









Powerful Ideas

!

 Road Sign - Making Sense

 Darts - Numbers are masters of disguise

 Pizza - Graphs tell stories

 Jinx Puzzle - Power of the variable

 Globs - Algebra can be addicting!



Part 3 - The Debriefing 

or what did we

 learn today?



Barry Fishman writes:

It is a tremendous challenge to translate knowledge 
about teaching with technology from schools that 
are currently doing extraordinary things—both on 
their own and in the context of school improvement 
projects into knowledge that is broadly usable by 
the majority of schools. 

"... Based on my own research and experience, and the research of many 
colleagues in the learning sciences and related fields, I firmly believe 

that technology can transform teaching and learning 
environments and help students achieve beyond what is 
possible without the support of technology.
Nonetheless, it is a key challenge that must be met 
in order to employ technology effectively in school 
improvement efforts...”



Take The Fishman Challenge:	

From Extraordinary to Ordinary

CLIME | council for technology in math education	

http: clime.org	


!
Dynamic Math Classroom Press & Blog	


http://DMCpress.org	


http:%20clime.org
http://clime.org/DMCpress


The End 


